
2.1 Loading : 

 Best ever loading of 27.40 m.t. has been achieved upto Nov. 

 Highest ever total originating loading 4.19 m.t. in Nov-2021. Previous best was 
3.84 m.t. in May-2021. 

 In wagon terms 2106 wagon/day in Nov-2021. Previous best was 1857 wagons 
per day  in Mar-2021. 

 Best ever freight earnings of Rs. 409.43 cr in Nov-21. Previous best was Rs. 
383.73 cr. in May-2021. 

 Best ever loading from PVIT (PFT), 117 rakes in Nov-21. 

 Highest ever loading of Clinker, 26 rakes (1444 wagons) were loaded in May-21. 
Previous best was 22 rakes (1285 wagons) in Aug-11 

 Overall lead improved by 32.8% from 326 last year to 432 in the current year. 
 

2.3 Earning:  

In current financial year 2021-22 upto December’21, following earnings are “Best 
ever performance” in any financial year– 
 

 Total Originating earnings is Rs. 3334.52 Cr. whereas previous Best 
ever was Rs. 2700.27 Cr. during financial year 2019-20 for the 
corresponding period.  
 

 Freight earnings is Rs. 3019.44 Cr. whereas previous Best Ever was 
Rs.2202.72 Cr. during financial year 2019-20 for the corresponding period. 

 
 Earnings from Coal Traffic is Rs.2673.70 Cr. whereas previous Best Ever 

was Rs.1949.98 Cr. during financial year 2019-20 for the corresponding 
period. 



 
 Ticket Checking earnings is Rs. 24.70 Cr. whereas previous Best Ever 

was Rs.16.69 Cr. during financial year 2019-20 for the corresponding 
period.. 

2.4 BDU – Capturing New Traffic 

Due to efforts of BDU team, the division was able to capture new commodities like : 

 Met coke was captured from MLSW PFT. 19 rakes were loaded for DGR (ER) 
and KPL(ECO) realizing a revenue of Rs. 9.39 lacs. 

 Molasses   : From Betul goods shed, 2 rakes were loaded for KUR giving an 
earning of Rs. 0.89 cr. 

 Cotton Bale : From Pulgaon goods and 5 mini-rakes were loaded for RPJ and 
MET(NR) fetching Rs. 0.74 cr.  

Cotton bale also started from Pimpalkuti good shed and 5 mini rakes loaded for 
BNJ(ER) fetched Rs. 0.89 cr. 

From Hinganghat 3 rakes wre loaded for BJN realizing Rs.0.42 cr. 

 Sugar: From Dhamangaon goods shed. One rake loaded for DKAE realizing Rs. 
0.21 cr. 

 Dolomite ; Commenced from Kayar goods shed from Oct-21 and 6 rakes were 
loaded for MBMB(ECO) giving earning of Rs. 2.86 cr. 

 Fly-ash :  from NTPG power house. One rake loaded for MCNP(SCR) 

 Soya seed :- From Hinganghat goods shed. 2 rakes loaded for Newari (NC) 
giving an earning of  Rs. 0.45 cr.   
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